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"Read it twice just to make sure I didn't miss anything." - Amazon reader
What if the person who knew you best and loved you most forgot your face, and couldn't remember your
name? 
A nursing facility is everyone's solution for what to do about Sara, but her husband, Jack, can't bear to live
without her. He is committed to saving his marriage, his wife, and their life together from the devastation of
Alzheimer's disease. He and Sara retired years ago to the house of their dreams, and operated it as a Cape
Cod bed and breakfast named Blue Hydrangeas. 
Jack has made an impossible promise: He and Sara will stay together in their beautiful home no matter what
the disease brings. However, after nine years of selfless caregiving, complicated by her progressing
Alzheimer's and his own failing heart, he finally admits he can no longer care for her at home. 
With reluctance, he arranges to admit her to an assisted living facility. But, on the day of admission, Sara is
having one of her few good days, and he is unable to follow through. Instead, he takes them on an impulsive
journey to confront their past and reclaim their future. In the end, he realizes that staying together at any cost
is what truly matters.
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From reader reviews:

Charles Tapia:

Throughout other case, little people like to read book Blue Hydrangeas. You can choose the best book if you
want reading a book. As long as we know about how is important any book Blue Hydrangeas. You can add
know-how and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, since from book you
can recognize everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you will be known. About
simple thing until wonderful thing it is possible to know that. In this era, we could open a book or even
searching by internet product. It is called e-book. You need to use it when you feel bored to go to the library.
Let's read.

Guadalupe Marshall:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information currently can get by anyone on
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even a huge concern. What people must be
consider when those information which is inside the former life are challenging be find than now's taking
seriously which one is acceptable to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you get the
unstable resource then you obtain it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All
those possibilities will not happen within you if you take Blue Hydrangeas as the daily resource information.

Lyla Jackson:

Can you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Attempt
to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't judge book by its cover may doesn't work
this is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the outside
search likes. Maybe you answer can be Blue Hydrangeas why because the amazing cover that make you
consider with regards to the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is actually fantastic as
the outside as well as cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.

Caroline Edwards:

This Blue Hydrangeas is great publication for you because the content that is certainly full of information for
you who have always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it
data accurately using great arrange word or we can point out no rambling sentences in it. So if you are read it
hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but
difficult core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Blue Hydrangeas in your hand like
having the world in your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no e-book that offer you
world within ten or fifteen second right but this book already do that. So , it is good reading book. Heya Mr.
and Mrs. busy do you still doubt in which?
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